
Email Marketing Tips
For Pet Brand

eCommerce Stores



The use of Email Marketing is growing rapidly, particularly for
eCommerce businesses. And in this day and age, it isn't a case
of “Should I focus on Social Media Marketing OR Email
Marketing?”

Because the answer is... BOTH!

Successful and scalable marketing operates like a well-oiled
machine. The key is to create an ecosystem of online assets
that all work in harmony, ensuring your brand remains visible
and at the forefront of your customer's mind - with high-value
content and a sense of community.

Did you know that Email Marketing actually has a higher sales
conversion rate than Google Search or Social Media
marketing?

An Introduction to Email Marketing

Source: Shopify [March 11, 2020]
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A question we ask all our clients is... What would happen to
your business if Facebook, Instagram and Google were to
disappear tomorrow? 

How would your business be impacted? Would you lose years
of hard work spent building a following? Would you have a
way of reaching your audience, if not through social media?
Would your sales drop and cash flow dry up?

The world is constantly evolving; and so too will marketing
tools and strategies. It’s easy to become complacent. It’s more
important than ever to safeguard your business and ensure
you protect that audience you’ve worked so hard to grow -
after all, a loyal following is one of your greatest assets.

It is also relatively cheap to grow, store, manage and market
to your email list. If you look at the cost of Social Media
Advertising compared to the cost of a monthly subscription
for an Email Marketing tool such as say Klaviyo, email wins
hands down 1) for the reach that you can achieve and 2) the
level of engagement with your content.

Now before we go any further, we should explain that for the
purpose of this guide we will be using Shopify as the example
for your eCommerce store and Klaviyo for the purpose of your
Email Marketing platform. 

We recommend these tools as they are quick and easy to
implement and low cost for the rate of return. However, most
of the information provided in this guide can still be used for
other systems such as ActiveCampaign, Omnisend,
Infusionsoft, MailChimp, etc.

So let’s dive in!
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https://www.klaviyo.com/partner/signup?utm_source=0010V00002OetPf&utm_medium=partner


Create a basic Signup Form - to collect First Names and
Email Addresses.  Keep it simple and invite them to
subscribe to stay informed about New Product
Launches/Arrivals, News/Blogs and Offers/Promotions

Give them something in return for their email address -
perhaps 10% discount on their first purchase of selected
items

Share the Signup Form - through Instagram Stories as well
as social feed Posts.  Create a Lead Magnet - to entice
them to subscribe to your Email List. You could create
something like this very PDF! A simple checklist or
resource that answers a particular question your audience
has will be effective

Run a Facebook Ad - with a competition to win a gift pack
and they have to enter with an email address using the
Facebook Integration Lead Capture form

See Klaviyo's guide to Facebook Advertising here

Top Tips to convert your Social
Media following over to your Email
List
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https://www.klaviyo.com/blog/klaviyos-integration-facebook


If you’re just starting out with Email Marketing, we wouldn’t
recommend starting off with multiple emails per week. 

Begin with a Monthly Newsletter and then slowly increase to
an Email every 2 weeks, then weekly, then multiple emails
with varying content each week.

As you increase the frequency of your emails keep an eye on
the analytics. If you notice a sharp increase in the amount of
people unsubscribing from your list, or a significant decrease
in the rate of engagement through ‘Open Rates’ and ‘Click-
Through Rates’, you can reduce the frequency of your emails,
but otherwise continue to send as often as you can.

Top Tips to convert your Social
Media following over to your Email
List
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Before trying to build out any Automation Flows, first start
with regular Newsletters. Keep the content of these
informative, high value, educational and focused on building
a deeper connection with your audience.

Email Campaigns
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Newsletters

Monthly is usually sufficient for Newsletters (or no more
than every 2 weeks) and these can be more content-heavy
rather than image-heavy

Create a personal connection with what’s going on in your
world over the past month, any changes to your brand, the
challenges you have faced as a business. This is also a good
place to share new Blog posts linking directly to your site,
or a deeper dive into information around some of the
products you stock

A storytelling approach to your content in these emails
can draw the reader in, hooking their attention and
interest, and create a stronger community around your
brand

See our blog on the power of storytelling here
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https://thegrowthgenies.com/the-power-of-storytelling/


More image heavy email designs. Just ensure you use
good quality photos of the new products and include
direct links to these items on your store

Klaviyo Product Blocks functionality, which dynamically
connects with your Shopify Store and auto-populates
these blocks with the items you’ve tagged as New Arrivals.
This function makes it easy to set up a Template in Klaviyo
and quickly schedule a new email every couple of weeks,
without requiring much time or effort

Next we would recommend creating regular email
campaigns that announce new Product Arrivals to your store.
The frequency of these will obviously depend on how often
you source new products to sell in your store, but if you’re
adding products each month then 1 or 2 emails per month
will be ideal.

For these Product Promo Emails, you can use the following:

Email Campaigns
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New Product Launches
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Welcome new subscribers to your Email List. First
impressions count and if someone has provided their
details to subscribe to your List and then they don’t receive
any acknowledgement from you, it feels a little like saying
hello to someone and just being ignored. Use this
opportunity to Welcome the person into your community.
Tell them a little bit about you and your brand, what
inspired you to create your business and why you felt there
was a gap in the market you wanted to fill

Give them the gift of a small (10%) discount on your store
with a unique Discount Coupon code. You can introduce a
time frame of 10 days for them to use the code, which will
create some urgency if they are thinking about purchasing
a particular item

This sequence ideally features 3 emails over a period of 9
days. 

Automation Flows
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Welcome Sequence
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1. Send Email #1: immediately on them signing up to your list                 

2. Send Email #2: 3 days later, reminding them they don’t have
long to use the discount code + provide a blog or article they
can read to learn more about your brand      

3. Finally, send Email #3: 48 hours before their code is due to
expire, reminding them to use it before it runs out



Automation Flows
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Cart Abandonment Sequence

This is a must for eCommerce stores. With the amount of
distractions we all experience these days, it’s incredibly easy
for someone to become distracted mid-purchase and forget
to complete their order. Maybe the phone rings, a social
media notification pings, or they’re otherwise interrupted and
forget what they’re doing - ultimately clicking away from your
store.

When a person starts the Shopping Cart process and puts
their details in but they don’t process the payment, you
want to have an automation in place to send a series of 3
emails inviting them back to the Shopping Cart to
complete the purchase

Send them Email #1 = 1 hour after they abandoned the
cart, then follow up with Email #2 = 6 hours later and the
final Email #3 = 24 hours after they abandoned the cart

Create an incentive by giving them a discount or gift to
complete the purchase in Email #2 and Email #3

Recommendations For Your Cart
Abandonment Sequence
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[Name], we’re holding your order
Don’t miss out on [product]
Are you ready to checkout?
We’re ready to confirm your order
Is this your order?
Did you forget this?
We’re almost sold out [product]
[Name] did you forget this?
You’re almost there
Can we help you?
We haven’t forgotten, [name]

Automation Flows
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Abandoned Cart Subject Line Suggestions
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Automation Flows
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Browser Abandonment Sequence

If a person is already on your Email List and they visit your
website and view specific products, but they don’t purchase
the item, you can send an Email trying to draw them back in
to complete the purchase. This is similar to a regular
Abandoned Cart Sequence for those that leave the Shopping
Cart with something in it.

Post Purchase Email Confirmation

When someone purchases an item from you, it’s just polite to
say ‘Thank you’. This is just one email that you can create to
automatically send out 1 hour after a purchase.

It’s also a good opportunity to strengthen your brand by
adding links to a great Blog you’ve written, perhaps
information about you and why you started your business. 

This will help form a personal connection, meaning they are
more likely to return and become a repeat customer as they
grow to ‘Know, Like and Trust’ you.
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Work out the average life cycle of your customers
(average time between purchasing items)

Set up an automated Flow to send a Winback Email to
customers - for when this time period is reached and
they haven’t come back to make another purchase again

Send this Winback Campaign to your list segment that is
a Churn Risk

Keep the email personal with their first name and plain
text (no over the top ‘markety’ graphics!) Let them know
about what has changed on the site since they last
visited and offer them a one time discount

See Klaviyo's guide on how to run a re-engagement
campaign here

Automation Flows
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WinBack Campaigns
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https://help.klaviyo.com/hc/en-us/articles/115002775192-Guide-to-Creating-a-Winback-Flow


Analytics and Custom Reporting
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Create reports that track the link between your
campaigns sent, products viewed and orders placed, so
that you have a quick view to assessing how effective
your content is being received.

Having a snapshot view to review overtime where there
are spikes in engagement and product purchases help
you to gauge what content and style of communication
helps your audience to take action and purchase.

See Klaviyo's blog on custom analytics reporting tools here
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https://www.klaviyo.com/blog/custom-analytics-reporting-tool


Ways To Avoid The Spam Filter
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Ergh, Spam. Horrible in a tin and even worse when it
happens to your Email Marketing. Emails are usually tagged
as Spam when they are ‘untimely’ and ‘irrelevant’. Email
services (e.g. Microsoft), the reader (your customers) or anti-
spam organisations can tag your Emails as Spam, so it’s
important to understand what measures you can put in
place to completely swerve this unnecessary pitfall.

If you want to avoid your Emails landing in the Spam Folder,
here are some top tips to implement:

Always run Email Templates through Mail-Tester to
ensure there are no Spam issues and that the content to
image ratio is ok: https://www.mail-tester.com/

Turn Smart Sending ‘On’ to ensure people don’t receive
marketing emails from you if they have already received
an email from you in the past 9 - 24 hours. This ensures
that if someone has just purchased a product from you,
they then don’t receive a Marketing email from you a
couple of hours later asking them to go and purchase
something. It just feels rude if they have spent money
with your store and you haven’t even realised! 

Top Tips
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Wherever possible try to collect the First Name of your
email subscribers and use this in your emails to make
them feel personal. Even including the First Name in the
subject line can be highly effective in increasing open
rates of emails

Create high-value content that your Email List is eager to
engage with. You can track this through looking at your
Email Open Rate. If it’s low, chances are your Email List
isn’t interested in what you’re saying. If it’s high, this
indicates that your content is hitting all the right notes
with your Email List

Top Tips

Ways To Avoid The Spam Filter
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Keep your Email List healthy.
Never purchase lists and
instead focus on building a
healthy Email List through
setting double opt-ins, as this
will help confirm that the
people on your Email List are
genuinely eager to receive your
Emails (also consider
integrating Captcha to avoid
bots artificially bloating your
Email List)



Look at Segmenting your audience. This basically means
separating your Email List into relevant categories and
ensuring they receive Emails which are relevant to their
specific interests or demonstrated behaviour. 

For example, you can ask new Email subscribers how
often they’d like to receive Emails from you: every week,
every other week, every month etc. Likewise, if someone
on your Email List hasn’t opened an Email in 6 months,
add them to a re-engagement segment and weed out
the unengaged this way instead

Pay attention to what you’re typing. By this, we mean no
CAPITALS or ALTernaTING cases in your subject lines.
Also, ensure your Email contains at least 500 characters
to avoid Spam filters - this means no Emails which are
purely image-based. Equally, don’t send an Email
thousands of words long, as that is just as off-putting and
Email Clients will clip copy at a certain point anyway

See Klaviyo's blog on 6 ways to avoid the spam folder here

Top Tips

Ways To Avoid The Spam Filter
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Change ‘unsubscribe’ on email footer to ‘update
preferences’ so they can opt-out of product promotions
but still get your newsletters or vice versa

Don’t take it to heart. We all feel rejection when we see
people unsubscribing from our Email Lists - as we’re only
human!  However, in terms of marketing efficiency, we
actually want people to unsubscribe if they no longer
wish to receive information - as these individuals will
never properly engage with the emails anyway... or these
individuals may just find that their inboxes are too full
and are having a bit of spring clean. 

Whatever the reason, it will help your email domain
reputation if you have a clean list of people who are
active and engaged with your content. It pays to go
through your Email List every quarter and remove those
that have ‘Unsubscribed’ or who have ‘Bounced’ as their
email address is no longer active.

Unsubscribes
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When it comes to unsubscribing, you obviously want to
keep your Email List as engaged as possible. However, you
will - at some stage - experience unsubscribes. 

So remember to keep the following in mind:
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Different times of the day and different days of the week.
You can take a look at Google Analytics and see when
your audience is most engaged on your site and aim to
send your Email content to them during these times
Different subject lines
Different header images
Short vs long-form copy content
Image heavy vs image lite
Different discounts
Different call to action buttons,                                     
 colours and text

A/B Split Test Ideas
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By A/B Split Tests, we essentially mean testing two factors
against one another to identify which performs better. 

Once you have the data to hand, you can see whether
certain strategies/approaches perform better than others,
and utilise this knowledge in future Email Campaigns.   

Here are some ideas of what you can A/B Split Test:
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Different headings
Direct sales copy or storytelling copy
Different emojis
Try using their first name in the subject line



Book A Free Strategy Call

We hope you found these Email Marketing Tips useful for
your eCommerce business. If you’re searching for further
support to refine your eCommerce business marketing

strategies, book a Free Strategy Call below. 

In this call, you will receive some 1-2-1 support to determine
the best strategies to tackle first for your business and how

to go about setting things up.

We also have a highly skilled and experienced creative and
project management team, if you would like to partner with

us and receive help growing your business through Email
Marketing and other Digital Marketing Strategies.

We’re here to help you, so don’t hesitate. We’d love to hear
from you!

Australia & New Zealand Strategy Call Bookings
click here

United Kingdom & Ireland Strategy Call Bookings
click here
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The Growth Genies is a creative growth agency which
champions freedom, innovation and curiosity. We seek

opportunities for transformation, collaboration and
inspiration with all our clients, regardless of what stage
they’ve reached on their journey to exceptional growth. 

We particularly love working with the pet industry for several
reasons. Firstly, because we’re huge animal lovers ourselves

and secondly, because we see so much potential and
opportunity within this 

ever-expanding, flourishing industry. 

Our services include branding, copywriting, storytelling
strategy, graphic design, Email Marketing, SEO keyword

research, marketing automation, system implementation
and much more. 

About Us

Tarryn & AshErin & Winnie
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